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Insurance for Winter Weather 

 

   Although many of us are wishing for the warmer winds and sun of spring, we’ve still a 

couple of weeks of winter left. If we should get hit with icy winds, blowing snow and cold 

temperatures, it’s a good idea to know what your homeowner and vehicle insurance policies 

will cover.  

   Most homeowners’ policies include coverage for wind, blowing snow and the weight of 

ice, snow and sleet on the structure. Most policies will also cover damage to homes caused 

by falling objects (like trees). However the cost to remove the limbs will most likely not be 

covered. Vehicle coverage for winter-related accidents involving snow removal might be 

covered through your collision coverage but check with your insurance agent to be sure.    

   Water damage to a structure or its contents is usually excluded under most property 

insurance contracts. This includes coverage from snow and ice melt as well as water that 

backs up from a drain or sewer. (However, this coverage may be added to an insurance 

policy with the purchase of what’s normally known as a rider.) Some policies do provide 

coverage from frozen pipes, if the damage is not a result of the homeowner’s failure to keep 

the home adequately heated.  

      If your home loses power due to a fallen tree, or if food spoils in a refrigerator when the 

power is out, check out your home owner’s or renter’s policy. Those policies often allow for 

compensation for food losses, but only up to a certain, usually small, amount. If your 

deductible is equal to or greater than this amount, unless you have other losses, you are most 

likely out of luck to get reimbursed.   

   Have a copy of your policy or insurance card handy when you contact your insurance 

agent. It’s also a good idea to keep a copy of your policy with your winter storm preparation 

kit. Remember, the old but still relevant saying “Better safe than sorry”! 
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